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Questions Every Publisher
Should Ask About
Programmatic Advertising

The largest and most significant marketers are placing more of their ads
programmatically than ever.
Major brands now commonly spend as much as 20 percent of their digital media
advertising budgets through exchanges. IPG Mediabrands expects to automate
50 percent of its North American media buying by 2016. By 2017, programmatic
could account for 83 percent of all display advertising, according to eMarketer.

By 2017, programmatic spend will account for

83% of all display advertising
Video, especially, is facing a programmatic advertising boom.
Food and beverage conglomerate Mondelez International said in June that it is working
to deliver all its video ads through programmatic technology.
In Europe, programmatic will represent more than 33 percent of all online video advertising
revenue — on par with display — by 2017, up from 19 percent this year, according to IHS research.
“We’re heading towards a place where your standard IAB units and video ultimately
will be transacted entirely programmatically,” David Minkin, Executive Director, Revenue
Operations at The Atlantic, told us in an interview. “We need to be prepared in terms of
understanding the mechanics of what it means to be a publisher in this new age.”
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“

Online video is RTL Group’s biggest growth segment.
For online video advertising, the trend is increasingly towards
automation, particularly in the area of short-form content,

“

RTL Group Co-CEO Anke Schäferkordt said at the recent dmexco conference in Cologne, Germany.

But, how can a publisher evaluate an overwhelming array of vendors and technologies
and decide which to choose or to trust?
Here are questions publishers can ask that will help make
the choices and get the most value from platform partners.

Should I Use Programmatic?
The first question for some publishers is whether they
should use programmatic advertising on their properties
at all.
On the one hand, they want to capture budgets assigned to
programmatic advertising. There is simply no other way
to capture the maximum available revenue.
Anke Schäferkordt
of RTL

“These are bifurcated budgets,” Minkin noted. “If we say we
won’t work with X, Y or Z brand programmatically, they’re
not going to spend more direct dollars.”

But publishers don’t want to jeopardize their brands and business models. To a publisher,
programmatic advertising can seem like a threat. Premium media producers want to:
• Keep their advertising offerings from becoming commoditized
• Avoid channel conflict for their existing sales efforts
• Be efficient in their sales processes, without disrupting their operations
• Preserve their brand images and control what appears alongside the precious
media they create
• Avoid exposing themselves to marketers who are using programmatic predominantly
to access inventory at lower rates
Done right, programmatic can effectively manage each of those challenges. We explore
the specifics of how, in the rest of this paper.
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“

Done right, programmatic can effectively manage
publisher challenges and help bring down costs.
So, yes, any publishers who want to maximize profits from advertising should use a
programmatic monetization platform.

Which Inventory Should I Sell Programmatically?
Historically, publishers have seen programmatic advertising as the last-ditch way to fill
spots, to place “remnant” ads that haven’t been sold directly by their sales teams or are
in less desirable placements.
In working consultatively with a programmatic partner, however, publishers can
judiciously place inventory in programmatic channels, learning what desirable
opportunities exist and ways to maximize revenue, and profit, in each channel.
Publishers can, with the best platforms, learn which marketers are bidding in the space,
what prices those marketers are offering for their various creative executions and learn
how to better position themselves in the market to capture maximum value.
They can also sell choice inventory through a private marketplace (a.k.a. private
exchange), making those spots visible to only a pre-approved list of clients. They
meet the demands of programmatic buyers who want to see the targeting attributes
a platform provides while protecting some or all of their inventory from being visible
to the entire open market.
“There’s still a conversation between buyer and seller, it’s just being transacted
differently,” notes Sean Buckley, SpotXchange’s SVP, Platform and Global Supply.

Won’t Programmatic Drive My CPMs Down?
No, managed correctly, programmatic advertising won’t drive down ad prices, especially
for video.
Demand for premium video currently outstrips supply. Top marketers are bidding top
dollar to have their highly produced advertising appear in brand-safe environments,
with the best context and targeting available.
To protect publishers’ pricing and help capture those dollars, the best programmatic
platforms also function as yield management and optimization tools.
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The tools should not only let publishers set floor prices — minimum amounts below which
advertisers cannot win a bid— but also transparently show the current, real market rate
bids for their inventory, as well as which buyers are offering the most for which spots.
They’ll also allow for granular and dynamic control of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Channels, and the terms under which the channels are offered
Geographies
Different advertising creative
URLs
Placement types
Mixes of all the above

Dynamic Control Example
Let’s say, for example, a beverage company sells both hot and iced coffee drinks to a
target market of mothers in middle-income U.S. suburbs. A publisher may have inventory
with that demographic group in both cold and hot climates — such as Maine and Miami.

The best partners will offer dynamic pricing rules to allow the hot coffee ad to be served
in the Maine area and the iced coffee ad in Miami. By matching first-party data, and
letting the marketer see the targeting, the publisher can capture top dollar for each of
the advertising creative executions, rather than have to settle for a lower overall CPM
based on a blended model.

“

“

Forward-thinking publishers are turning channel conflict
into channel integration through programmatic direct.
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How Do I Avoid Channel Conflict?
Publishers who use programmatic advertising acknowledge that their sales teams are
nervous. Salespeople don’t want their clients to run ads through an exchange, fearing
they’ll secure the publisher’s inventory and audience at a lower rate.
Forward-thinking publishers, though, are turning channel conflict into channel integration.
They teach sales forces to include programmatic advertising in their pitches and use it to
enable directly sold deals.
They incorporate “programmatic direct” — executing directly sold deals with
programmatic technology — into their overall pitches.
“There’s a sea change in buying styles, and publishers need to adapt to that,” said Buckley.

What About Custom Opportunities?
Publishers can secure top dollar by offering inventory through a platform while bundling in
custom and special opportunities beyond what’s offered in the platform.
Rather than seeing programmatic and direct sales as in conflict, premium publishers can see
each as enhancing and supporting the other.

Can I Protect My Brand From Ads I Don’t Want?
Yes. The best platforms give publishers control in these ways:
• Publishers can use blocking at the demand partner and content category level to protect
their brand from ads they don’t want.
• The best platforms allow publishers to block inventory granularly, down to the URL level.
• Private marketplaces open inventory to the best clients — such as ones who have
guaranteed buys, minimum spend or have long-standing relationships — without the
risk of exposing that inventory to the open market.
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Example of the Ad Blocking interface in the SpotXchange platform — which allows
publishers to protect their brand from ads they don’t want.

What About Protecting My Data?
Some media buyers use advertising platforms to collect data about publishers without
ever buying an ad. They will enter bids in order to see what inventory surfaces under
given parameters without executing the sale.
Publishers should ask monetization platforms to automatically identify buyers exhibiting
such behavior, so they can be blocked from gaining access.
The smartest publishers know data on their audience has real value and are careful about
how it’s shared. They want to keep unscrupulous marketers from trolling their stats.
News Corp. executives, for example, said this spring that they will not let third-party
vendors collect data on their sites’ pages without first having a data agreement.
“We’ve seen the control of data become the sticking point in a whole lot of deals that
never got done,” Tuna N. Amobi, Director, S&P Capital IQ, said at the Media Summit in
New York last fall. “Who controls the data” is key.
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Can I Get Data I Wouldn’t Otherwise Have?
For a publisher, the platform should be a window into the market that helps understand
where its inventory fits and can be optimized.
Publishers should see the market rate for their advertising spots and get information in
granular detail on audience — demographics, geography, device or player type — that they
may not otherwise have.
The publisher should also be able to see reserve prices at which the auctions for their
inventory are won, not just overall bidding and averages.

Isn’t Programmatic Expensive?
A publisher might have concerns over the percentage fee that advertising platforms take
from the price an advertiser pays for an advertising spot.
But in evaluating the price, publishers should consider:
• Transparency. The publisher can see the pricing and fee, because the platform openly
shows it. Transparency is a key marker of the leading platforms and exchanges, and a
differentiator from advertising networks, which do not show publishers how much an
advertiser is paying for a given ad spot. On a network, a publisher is often giving up a
higher percentage than with an exchange.
• Cost of Sales. With an ad exchange, the cost of sales is much lower than with traditional
direct. “If I am a quality financial publisher, why wouldn’t I sell within [an exchange]
for $8 CPMs, rather than pay a $200,000 salesperson to sell at $12 CPMs? The math
just makes sense,” said Chris O’Hara, co-founder of Bionic Advertising Systems and an
industry expert. Often, only a portion of one FTE is required to optimize and run the
exchange, bringing multiples more revenue over time than he or she is compensated.
• Operations. On the back end, too, publishers save money on workflow automation and
implementation. There are no paper IOs (insertion orders), no need for trading of tags,
no cost of manual trafficking and placement.

What Protections Does the Platform Give Me Against
Mismatches and Fraud?
The best partners are also upstanding industry players, following best practices to protect
publishers and marketers, sometimes foregoing short-term revenue for longer-term gains.
Platforms should work hard to detect and block fraud — making sure advertisements
are served on legitimate pages and in videos people actually see — giving marketers the
assurance they’re buying quality inventory, and keeping trust and, ultimately, ad rates higher.
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They should agree to leading industry standards and collaborative efforts, such as the
recently announced DigiTrust, formed to reduce redundant tracking and improve the
digital experience for consumers, publishers, advertisers and technology platforms.
Publishers should ask video advertising platforms if they will identify VPAID and VAST
errors, to make sure ads that are promised are actually served.
With such mismatches, the publisher’s inventory can be acquired and held for insertion
by an ad server, but no ad is placed. The publisher loses the chance to realize revenue
on the placement.
Publishers should be able to see, through their platforms, which ad partners are causing
those errors and prioritize those partners who send the right ads for the right spots.

Is My Platform Comprehensive?
Ideally the platform a publisher chooses will be a full solution, integrating and handling
multiple needs in one place:
• Ease of Use. There should be a comprehensive, easily understood and managed
dashboard for reporting and control of the publisher’s advertising inventory according
to parameters the publisher defines.
• Yield Management. The best platforms let publishers see and manage all demand
sources in one place at very granular levels according to a variety of rules the publisher
specifies. A choice marketer who is a top spender overall, for example, can be given
priority in securing ad spots even when its bids are lower than a less favored client.
At the same time, if bids show that the marketer is willing to pay more, the publisher
should be able to adjust its pricing accordingly.
• Cross Platform Management. Mobile is key, and any platform should be able to handle
the demands of all standard browsers and platforms on smartphones, tablets and
computers. “Video is a huge, mega-trend, and [it’s] being viewed on mobile at such
a high rate,” BuzzFeed CEO Jonah Peretti told Fortune.
• International. Any top video advertising platform should help a publisher surface and
manage its inventory in multiple geographies and languages, with various international
partners, and according to local rules and regulations. The platform should help the
publisher capitalize on every opportunity. As the Atlantic’s Minkin put it: “Where we
have a story spike in a country like Pakistan, what do we do? We don’t have a [sales]
rep in Pakistan.”
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Comprehensive Platform Solution

Conclusion
Only the very best programmatic video advertising systems give an end-to-end solution
for publishers, functioning as a comprehensive platform rather than simply matching
buyers and sellers.
They give publishers transparency, granular control, customization in real time, and are
upstanding industry players looking to stamp out fraud and employ the best standards.
Programmatic advertising is “the core of what I’m working on and trying to grow as a
revenue stream at The Atlantic, and making sure we’re prepared in every way for the
evolution in the industry,” Minkin said.
Publishers who work with the best technology partners and skillfully incorporate
programmatic advertising into their revenue operations stand the best chance of thriving
now and into the future.
Written and edited by Dorian Benkoil of Teeming Media and Nicole Matthews of SpotXchange
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